Hardware To Match Your Décor
Eclipse offers three architecturally pleasing colors to either match or accentuate your home or business. Our pretreated powder coated finishes are second to none in durability and appearance.

From Serene to Stunning, We Have The Fabric For You
Eclipse offers hundreds of long lasting, 100% acrylic fabrics from which to choose. Our covers are computer sewn with Tenara thread allowing us to offer you an 8 year warranty on the complete fabric cover.

Flame Resistant Fabrics Available Too
For commercial applications or when a certified flame resistant fabric is required, Eclipse offers heavy duty vinyl coated fabrics and other materials that qualify. The seams on vinyl fabrics are computer controlled, impulse welded and not sewn. On request, your unit will ship with an FR rated certificate for the fabric.

Control Your System Your Way
The SunRoof Plus can be operated with a handheld remote or with a wall mounted switch - both with a 50’ plus range. For multiple shading systems, you can control independently or as a group with a single touch of a button.

Electronic Accessories
Working in conjunction with motorized units, our world-class wireless components will increase your unit’s functionality and effectiveness.

Wind Sensor: This accelerometer sensor attaches to the front bar which will retract the unit if it gets too windy – adding a level of safety.

Sun Sensor: This sensor mounts to an exterior wall and will automatically extend the shading system once the preset sun level is attained.

Lunar Lighting Package
Rope style lighting that mounts to the underside of your shading system’s framework provides a soft moonlight glow, perfect for evening entertaining or dining. These UL listed lights are safe for outdoor use and designed not to attract bugs.

Solar Beam Heater
Extend your outdoor living season with our on-demand 1500 watt infrared heater that mounts to the underside of the unit’s torsion bar or directly on the wall. With the wall mounted control unit, you can dial in the amount of heat you desire.

For more photos, customer feedback and additional product details, please visit ECLIPSEAWNINGS.COM
RETRACTABLE AWNING

The perfect complement to your outdoor living space. Available in two styles, Patio & Pergola.

The Eclipse SunRoof Plus is the ideal solution for many residential and commercial applications! This system is designed for windy applications and will provide protection from the rain too. The versatility of construction allows you to solve sun issues in sunrooms, over pergolas, outdoor dining areas and many other places. When not in use, a simple press of a button fully retracts the fabric inside the aluminum cassette housing.

Eclipse is proud to carry the prestigious Skin Cancer Foundation Seal of Recommendation on our shading systems that incorporate Sunbrella fabrics.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

- Can be produced up to 19’8” wide x 16’6” out or 16’6” wide x 19’8” out
- Wall mounted with support legs or fully supported on a roof or structure
- Motorized operation
- Official Class II wind resistance - at the largest size
- Can cantilever up to 3’ past front mounting point
- Available in a variety of fabrics.
- Frame Construction: Constructed of 6063 T5 aluminum extrusions, powder coated in white and features an aluminum head box/cassette for fabric storage. Each outrigger (minimum of 2 per unit) is fitted with an internal gas filled strut which applies outward pressure keeping the fabric taut in virtually all conditions. The 2” x 2.5” aluminum extruded posts and crossmember are fitted to cast aluminum fittings and incorporate stainless fasteners to ensure a long trouble free life.

Patio Style

The Patio style is designed to attach to an existing wall and incorporates a front cross member and matching powder coated aluminum posts.

Pergola Style

The Pergola style is designed to mount on top of an existing structure such as a free standing pergola or over a sunroom.

Get the Optional Extended Warranty For Added Protection
Ask your dealer for complete details
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Rope style lighting that mounts to the underside of your shading system’s framework provides a soft moonlight glow, perfect for evening entertaining or dining. These UL listed lights are safe for outdoor use and designed not to attract bugs.
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Authorized Dealer
For more photos, customer feedback and additional product details, please visit: ECLIPSEAWNINGS.COM

Customize Your SunRoof Plus
With Our Design Selections And Optional Accessories

White Camel Bronze

THE ULTIMATE SUNBLOCK
RETRACTABLE SHADING SYSTEMS